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Summary
MassEnergyInsight is an innovative software tool designed to help Massachusetts
municipalities analyze their energy use. This user guide walks through the features of
this tool in four steps. After reading this guide, any MassEnergyInsight user should be
able to analyze his/her municipality's energy performance. The types of analysis
facilitated by MassEnergyInsight enable users to make appropriate decisions regarding
where to best spend the resources available to maximize both financial and
environmental gains.
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Purpose
The purpose of this document is to provide new users of MassEnergyInsight with an
overview of this municipal energy management tool. It also provides information about
MassEnergyInsight for people who don’t have access to the system but are interested in
learning more about it. By providing a printable overview, this guide is meant to
complement – not supplant - the more detailed and comprehensive support information
available online through MassEnergyInsight, such as on-demand training videos and
frequently asked questions (FAQs).

What Is MassEnergyInsight Used For?
MassEnergyInsight enables energy tracking by assigning energy use to user-created
facilities and departments. All types of municipal energy usage, such as by
buildings, vehicles, water/sewer facilities, streetlights and open spaces, can be included,
as can all fuel types (electricity, natural gas, oil, propane, gasoline, diesel, renewable
energy). MassEnergyInsight can help towns, cities, and school districts to best decide
how to allocate their limited resources to pursue energy efficiency, thereby saving
taxpayer money. For examples of how municipalities are using MassEnergyInsight, see
the MassEnergyInsight: Overview of A Success report available on DOER's website.
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Who Is Using MassEnergyInsight?
MassEnergyInsight offers all Massachusetts local and regional governmental entities including municipalities, school districts, and water and wastewater districts - a new
interactive way to analyze their energy use. As of June, 2012, more than 700 people
were authorized to use MassEnergyInsight in over 220 public entities, as illustrated in
the map below.

Figure 1: Home page location of Getting Started resources

There are tips and tricks to get the most out of this valuable software. This document
will walk new users through the four basic steps needed to get up and running.
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Step 1: Training & Resources
The first step to using MassEnergyInsight is to understand the training resources
provided to you. Located on your home page, the Getting Started webinar covers the
basics of MassEnergyInsight, walking users through the displayable energy use reports,
as well as the process of adding new facilities and assigning them their energy billing
accounts (Arrow 1 in Figure 2). Additional, on-demand videos range in length from two
to six minutes and deal with very specific topics. These are available in the support
section (Arrow 2 in Figure 2 and Figure 3).

2

1

Figure 2: Home page location of Getting Started resources
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The Support Page (Figure 3) includes the training videos, an FAQ section, a glossary,
and a way to contact support personnel. The FAQ contains specific MassEnergyInsight
information such as fuel grades and emission factors, as well as standard user issues
such as lost passwords and understanding the system and reports. The Glossary
contains definitions for categories and sub-categories. Contact Support allows you to
request additional help. This is a very important resource for new users who have
questions regarding any aspect of MassEnergyInsight. By using these resources, new
users should have a fairly clear grasp of the functionality of MassEnergyInsight, even
before using it.

2

1

Figure 3: View of the technical support page
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Step 2: Preparing the Data
The second step to using MassEnergyInsight is to prepare the data for analysis. The
primary goal of this step is to ensure the completeness and reliability of the underlying
data. For MassEnergyInsight, this means that each facility has the proper information
(such as square footage) entered correctly, the correct accounts have been assigned,
and that these accounts have usage data loaded.
To begin preparing the data, log into MassEnergyInsight and click on “Organize your

data” (Figure 4). From there, the user is brought to MassEnergyInsight’s Organize Data
view. To add a new department or facility/building, click “create new” and fill out the
appropriate fields. In order to get the most out of MassEnergyInsight, be sure to assign
values to the category, sub-category, and square footage fields. To see definitions of
the category and sub-category, see the Support section's Glossary. MassEnergyInsight’s
reports utilize these fields regularly, so the reliability of this information is particularly
important.

Figure 4: Beginning of data preparation
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Next, assign the appropriate account(s) to the facility. This is accomplished by clicking
the “accounts” button (located next to the “create new” button). This pulls up the entire
list of accounts that were initially imported into MassEnergyInsight (Figure 5). Clicking
on the account number will bring the user to a page where account information can be
entered and the account assigned to a particular facility (Figure 5). A drag and drop
technique may also be used, as described in the “Reassign or Move an Account in the

Tree” training video in the Support section.
A user should associate all of his/her energy accounts with their specific corresponding
facilities. Additionally, any accounts that MassEnergyInsight automatically links with
facilities should be checked for accuracy. Finally, if the town is interested in seeing
competitive supply costs that aren’t being billed by the investor owned utility,
competitive supply accounts should be created and linked to the corresponding electric
or gas account in order to ensure that the cost information contained in
MassEnergyInsight is as accurate as possible.

Figure 5: MassEnergyInsight's Data Tree
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Figure 6: Assigning Accounts

It is also recommended that special effort be made to enter the square footage for all

facilities, since some of the efficiency calculations done in MassEnergyInsight are based
on square footage. Errors in square footage data will cause incorrect numbers for
energy use intensity, a measure of energy use per square foot.
Since only “facilities” can be assigned a category and subcategory, it is sometimes
useful to create a placeholder “facility.” For example, many municipalities have found it
useful to create a streetlights "facility" to include all of their streetlights accounts
together and assign the category of streetlights. For more information on how to do
this, see the training video "Streetlights and Vehicles" in the Support section.
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To ensure that setup is complete, the “Setup Completeness Dashboard” is very useful.
It highlights any facilities that have not been assigned a category, sub-category, or

square footage (Figure 7). The dashboard also reveals any accounts that have been
imported but have not been assigned to a facility. This report is useful in bringing
attention to any mistakes the user might have made when creating the facilities.

1

Figure 7: Setup Completeness Dashboard

To view the “Setup Completeness Dashboard” and other reports, the user needs to
navigate to the "View Reports" section (Figure 8) and use the pull-down menu at the
far left (1) or the side scrolling arrows (2) to reach the desired report.

Figure 8: Viewing Reports in MassEnergyInsight
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Step 3: Loading Data and Verifying Data Completeness
The third step to using MassEnergyInsight is to ensure that data is loaded into all
accounts. Data enters MassEnergyInsight in two different ways. Data for some
accounts, including utility-provided electric and gas usage and cost are "automatically”
updated by Peregrine Energy Group without any effort on the user's part.

1

Other data – including competitive supply cost; oil, propane, gasoline, and diesel usage
and cost; and renewable energy generation - must be loaded by the user either
manually or via a spreadsheet upload process. To upload these data, the user must
gather the account number, delivery date, fuel grade, amount of fuel delivered and the
cost. Since this must be done for each account number and delivery date, a
spreadsheet greatly simplifies the process. To learn how to upload a spreadsheet, see
the "Uploading a Spreadsheet" video in the Support section.
Once every facility has been created, all accounts have been assigned, and userprovided data has been uploaded, the third and arguably most crucial step is ensuring

all the data for those accounts have been loaded. This is accomplished by viewing the
“Data Loaded – Overview” reports.
Users will find the “Data Loaded – Overview” report useful in ensuring the completeness
of the underlying data (Figure 9). It addresses, in a tabular format, which accounts are
missing data for which months. Any month that has a white space indicates that there
is no data loaded for that month. This may indicate missing data, or it may indicate that
two reads occurred in the previous or subsequent month. If the user determines that

1

Section 7 of Chapter 25A of Massachusetts General Law enables DOER to request energy usage and

cost information from the investor-owned electric and gas utilities. This is the data that is loaded into
MassEnergyInsight by Peregrine and includes Cape Light Compact, NStar, National Grid, Unitil, Berkshire
Gas, Blackstone Gas, Columbia Gas and New England Gas. Additionally, several municipal light plants
currently provide data for loading into MassEnergyInsight. If you wish your municipal light plant to
provide data, please contact Peregrine Energy Group at 617-367-0777.
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data is actually missing, the user has three options: (1) contact Peregrine through the
Support section if this is an electric or gas account loaded by Peregrine, (2) locate and
enter the data manually using the account’s use tab in the organize data section or by
uploading a spreadsheet, or if the data cannot be located, (3) add a note to key reports
regarding how much is missing.
Green cells indicate that the data for that account have loaded for the indicated month.
It is important for analysis to verify that all of the utility data for the year under review
has been loaded, without any missing months.
For accounts that use competitive supply, the data loaded from the electric and gas
utilities will not have the total cost, although the usage will be correct. For the cost
information to be accurate, users must load the competitive supply cost into the
corresponding competitive supply accounts on MassEnergyInsight themselves. The
“Data Loaded – Overview” report includes the competitive supply accounts separately to
assist you with tracking whether the competitive supply data have been loaded.

Figure 9: Data Loaded – Overview Report

By this point, the user should have data that are both reliable and valid, meaning they
can proceed to the next stage.
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Step 4: Analyzing your Energy Use Data
The final step in using MassEnergyInsight is to use and understand the reports. A
general process for analyzing the data can be followed using the reports listed below.
By viewing the reports in this order, the user can gain a general understanding of
his/her municipal energy use in a top-down manner, beginning with the general energy
use for the municipality and ending with a specific energy usage for individual facilities.


Baseline Dashboard



Usage Trends – City/Town



Buildings to Target



School Benchmarks



Building Dashboard

The most useful report giving the user a “big picture” of energy use is the “Baseline

Dashboard” (Figure 10). The overall percent change in energy usage from the baseline
year at the upper left is a very useful graph. It tells whether the energy use is
increasing, decreasing, or remaining constant. Establishing a baseline year is an
important step for analysis and should be done from this report. Start by selecting all
the years available in the “Baseline Dashboard,” then remove any years that have a
significant portion of missing data and are noticeably lower than the most complete
year. Alternatively, if a baseline year has been established during the process of
applying for Green Community designation, uncheck any years previous to that baseline
year. A good baseline year will be the start of a consistent trend of energy usage data.
Next, the breakdown of use by facility category will enable the user to understand how
their municipal energy is apportioned among buildings, open spaces, water/sewer
facilities, and street and traffic lights and vehicles (Figure 10A). For most
municipalities, the primary consumer of energy is the Buildings category.
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Finally, the data may be viewed by department by selecting the department filter
(Figure 10B). This view is useful for facilitating discussions among department heads
regarding the energy costs and use by their facilities.

Figure 10A: Baseline report with facility category filter

Figure 10B: Baseline report with department filter
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Energy Use Trends
The next graph to view is “Usage Trends – Town” (Figure 11). This report drills down
further into a municipality’s energy use and provides general trends for all major energy
types. This report provides a good opportunity to see if the chosen baseline year is
appropriate. An appropriate baseline year is one that enables trends of energy usage to
be seen over the subsequent years.

Figure 11: Usage Trends Report

Additionally, the “Use and Cost This Year to Last” (Figure 12) graph shows current
energy use and cost overall or for an individual fuel type, from the latest complete data
set, compared to energy use and cost from the same time in the previous year.

Figure 12: Use and Cost this Year to Last
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Analyzing Building Energy Consumption
The next logical step would be to look at building efficiency, since buildings (facilities)
are often the primary contributors to energy consumption. MassEnergyInsight calculates
building efficiency using energy per area (measured as kBTU per square foot). What
this means is a more efficient facility will have a lower value than a less efficient facility
because it consumes less energy per square foot.
Several reports display facility information. From the “Buildings to Target” (Figure 13)
report, it’s easy to identify which facilities use the most energy and how they rank in
terms of efficiency against the rest of an entity’s facilities. The chart titled “Efficiency

and Use,” which is divided into four quadrants, is a good preliminary indicator of which
facilities need additional analysis. The upper right quadrant is the key, since facilities in
this quadrant are both the least efficient facilities (in kBtu/sf) and the highest energy
consumers (in MMBtu).

Figure 13: Buildings to Target Report
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Analyzing School Benchmarks
MassEnergyInsight has an excellent "School Benchmark" report (Figure 14), that allows
users to compare the efficiency of their schools with others throughout Massachusetts.
The user has the option to select different years, as well as to filter results by type of
school analyzed. More efficient schools are to the right, while less efficient schools are
on the left. While this graph is an excellent tool, the type of school will significantly
change its energy consumption habits.
For instance, a high school, which presumably has significantly more computers and
high energy consumption devices than an elementary school, will consume more than
an elementary school per square foot. In order to compare a particular school to its
peers, the user can select the school type, such as a high school or elementary school.

Town High
School

Figure 14: School Benchmark Report
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Analyzing Building Energy Use and Costs
The final step in the top-down analysis approach is to look at each facility identified by
either the “Buildings to Target” report or “School Benchmark” report in detail. This is
accomplished using the “Building Dashboard” (Figure 15), which lets the user examine
the detailed energy consumption patterns and costs for a specific facility. With this
report, the user can identify if a facility has had unusual energy usage that should be
investigated further, as well as how much each fuel type contributes to the overall
energy consumption.
The “Usage Trends” graph shows facility fuel use by month as blue bars, as well as a
12-month rolling sum of use as a line. The “Cost Trends” graph shows facility fuel costs
by month as green bars, in addition to the 12-month rolling sum of cost, shown as a
line. The “Annual Usage Patterns” chart shows the energy use for multiple years on the
same chart, highlighting normal versus abnormal patterns of usage across a year.

Figure 15: Building Dashboard Report
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Step 5: Exporting the Data (Optional)
For users wishing to perform advanced analysis on the underlying data, the data can be
exported from any report:


First, navigate to the graph for which you would like to view the data and select
all the relevant years. The “Overall, Use, Emissions, and Cost Dashboard” is
shown as an example in Figure 16A.



Select the "Use, Emissions and Cost by Item Level" graph by clicking on it



Hover over the leftmost icon (Export menu) in the toolbar at the top center of
the page, then click on “Data” in the dropdown menu (Arrow in Figure 16A). A
new window will immediately open containing a select portion of the data for
view, split into two tabs: Summary and Underlying. The Summary data exported
from Figure 16A is shown below in Figure 16B for illustration.

Figure 16A: Step 1 in exporting the underlying data
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Summary

Fuel (family)

Department

Length of bar

Width of bar

Oil

Administration

1,078.50

19,707.75

Electric

Administration

201.578

9,448.13

Propane

Works

184.184

4,532.03

Oil

Public Safety Department

60.187

953.28

Propane

Administration

45.318

1,327.91

Propane

Public Safety Department

1,094.46

27,901.38

Oil

Schools

18,504.51

370,120.62

Propane

Schools

280.28

7,180.98

Electric

Works

88.52

6,503.38

Electric

Public Safety Department

830.344

32,280.08

Electric

Schools

9,841.67

426,886.66

Figure 16B: Step 2 in Exporting the Underlying Data

Underlying

The summary data tab contains just the data points presented in the chart or table. In
order to gain access to all of the data used to create the chart or table, the user must
click on “Underlying,” check the box labeled “show all columns,” and then click
“Download all rows as a text file” as shown in Figure 17A. A “comma separated value”
(.csv file) will be downloaded and should be opened and saved in Excel. The data can
then be manipulated at will. For larger datasets, this csv file can be quite large, often
several megabytes. A sample of the data from the csv file is included below Figure 17B.
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Figure 17A: Step 3 in Exporting the Underlying Data

Length of bar

Width of bar

Number of Records

Usage End Date (null filter)

Account #

Fuel (family)

0

0

1

12/31/2009

1008949322

Propane

2.548

73.03

1

11/30/2009

1008949322

Propane

0

0

1

10/31/2009

1008949322

Propane

0

0

1

9/30/2009

1008949322

Propane

0

0

1

8/31/2009

1008949322

Propane

0

0

1

7/31/2009

1008949322

Propane

0

0

1

6/30/2010

1008949322

Propane

0

0

1

5/31/2010

1008949322

Propane

0

0

1

4/30/2010

1008949322

Propane

8.008

180.4

1

3/31/2010

1008949322

Propane

0

0

1

2/28/2010

1008949322

Propane

Figure 17B: Step 4 in Exporting the Underlying Data

The data can then be manipulated at will for more sophisticated analysis.
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Appendix
MassEnergyInsight offers many reports. Those highlighted above make it easy for users
to start using the system to understand their energy use and make energy decisions.
This Appendix contains the complete set of MassEnergyInsight reports that are available
as well as a quick guide to how a MassEnergyInsight user might use each of the
reports.
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Determine whether town-wide energy use is
increasing or decreasing

√

See how much energy a department is using

√

See the impact of weather on your town's
energy use
Look at town fuel mix and greenhouse gas
impacts
Get a snapshot of town energy use and cost

Examine a buildings’ energy use
Compare town schools to others in
Massachusetts
Report on quarterly energy use for individual
fuels
Report on quarterly energy cost for individual
fuels
See if my town has completed its
MassEnergyInsight set-up
Determine what data is included in
MassEnergyInsight
Download energy use information to provide to
your ESCO for a performance contract annual
report

ERP Guidance Table 3 Reports

ESCO Reports

Data Loaded - Reports

Setup Completeness Dashboard

Monitoring Cost Dashboard

Monitoring Use Dashboard

School Benchmarks

Building Dashboard

Buildings to Target

Use and Cost This Year to Last

√
√
√

√
√

Compare your energy spending to last year
Compare your electricity/gas/oil/propane use to
prior years
Determine which building(s) are highest priority
for efficiency improvements

Usage Trends - Town

Annual Usage Patterns - Town

Use and Cost Table

Baseline - Weather Normalized

1/22/2013

Baseline Dashboard

Reports Matrix - If you want to do the
following, use the checked report(s)

Overall Use, Emissions and Cost

MassEnergyInsight User Guide – Appendix

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

Apply to become a Green Community

√

Provide energy use for Green Community Annual
Report

√
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Overall Use, Emissions and Cost
Use this report to quickly see your fuel mix and assess your greenhouse gas impacts.

The upper “Overall Use, Emissions and Cost by Fuel as a Percent of Total” graph shows the total use by fuel type, the resulting
greenhouse gas emissions, and cost. The lower “Use, Emissions and Cost by Item Level” graph attributes the use, emissions, OR cost
to departments and has a drill-down to the department/complex/facility/unit/account levels.
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Baseline
Use this report to see your “big picture” energy use and whether it is increasing, decreasing, or staying the same.

The left “Overall Use” graph shows the overall percent change in energy usage from the baseline year (the first year selected). The
right “Use by Facility Category” graph displays total usage by department or category and is useful for discussing energy usage with
department heads. The lower left “Drill down by Facility Category” table shows the numeric energy use by category, while the lower
right “Drill down by Department” table shows the numeric energy use by department. Both tables can drill down to the
department/complex/facility/unit/account levels.
26
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Baseline – Weather Normalized
Use this report to see the impact of temperature on the energy baseline of the entire municipality or entity

The graph compares energy use that is not normalized to temperature (in light green) to energy use that has been normalized to
heating and cooling degree days (in dark green). Fiscal or calendar year can be selected. The table below provides this information
numerically.
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Use and Cost Table
Use this report to view fuel use and costs side by side for every building by department.

This table shows the total energy use and cost for each department/complex/facility/unit/account.
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Annual Usage Patterns – Town
Use this report when you want to compare your fuel use from one year to another.

Multiple years of energy usage by fuel are superimposed using different colors to facilitate comparison between years.
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Usage Trends – Town
Use this report to examine your energy use trends over time and see the impact of efficiency and renewable projects. It can also be
used to see if a chosen baseline year is appropriate. An appropriate baseline year is one in which declining trends of energy usage can
be seen over the subsequent years.

This graph shows monthly energy use for each fuel and a 12-month rolling sum.
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Use and Cost This Year to Last
Use this graph to compare this year’s energy use and cost to the same time in the prior year.

This graph shows the current year’s energy use and cost shown in blue. It is superimposed on the previous year’s energy use and cost
shown in yellow. Last year’s energy use and cost at the comparable time to this year is shown as a red line. Fiscal year (July) or
calendar year (January) can be selected.
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Buildings to Target
Use this graph to quickly identify your municipality’s least efficient buildings.

The upper left “Building Efficiency, Emissions and Cost” graph ranks facilities in descending order of their efficiency (in kBtu/sqft) and
also illustrates their greenhouse gas emissions and energy costs. The lower left graph also displays facilities in descending order of
their efficiency (in kBtu/sqft). The right “Efficiency and Use” graph plots facilities based upon their efficiency on the x-axis and upon
their energy use in the y-axis. This means that the least efficient and highest energy-using facilities are shown in the upper right
quadrant. These facilities make excellent targets for energy efficiency actions.
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Building Benchmarks
Use this graph to compare your buildings to all other buildings in MassEnergyInsight. All buildings or specific subcategories
(Administration, Library, Public Safety, etc.) can be selected.

The upper left “Benchmark Efficiency, Emissions and Cost” graph ranks facilities in descending order of their efficiency (in kBtu/sqft)
and also illustrates their greenhouse gas emissions and energy costs. The upper right “Use Compared to Building Efficiency” graph
plots facilities based upon their efficiency on the x-axis and upon their energy use in the y-axis. This means that the least efficient and
highest energy-using facilities are shown in the upper-right quadrant. Your buildings are shown as asterisks, all others as open circles.
Finally, the lower “Building Energy Use Intensity Benchmarks” graph displays facilities in descending order of their efficiency (in
kBtu/sqft). For all, the building subcategory is denoted by the color of the bar or symbol.
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Building Dashboard
Use this report examine the detailed energy consumption patterns for a specific building. Interventions, such as efficiency or
renewable projects, can be noted on this report.

The upper right “Usage Trends” graph shows facility energy use for each fuel over time. The bars indicate monthly usage, while the
line is a 12-month rolling sum. The lower right “Cost Trends” graph shows the cost for each of these fuels. Again, the bars bars
indicate monthly usage while the line is a rolling sum. The right “Annual Usage Patterns” graph superimposes multiple years of energy
use using different colors to facilitate comparison between years.
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School Benchmarks
Use this report to compare the efficiency of your schools to others in MassEnergyInsight.

This graph shows your schools in orange and compares them to other schools in MassEnergyInsight for a particular year. The median
is shown as a horizontal line. The type of school can be selected (high school, elementary, etc.). The more efficient schools are on the
right, less efficient schools to the left. Typically, high schools will use more energy per square foot. This data has been weathernormalized for heating and cooling degree days.
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Water Treatment Plant Benchmarks
Use this report to compare the efficiency of your drinking water or wastewater treatment plant to others in MassEnergyInsight.

The upper left “Use per flow types and cost” graph shows the energy intensity of your drinking water or wastewater treatment plant by
normalizing the total energy use to the annual flow. For wastewater treatment plants, energy use is also normalized to the BOD5, a
measure of the amount of treatment the wastewater requires. Total energy costs are also shown. The upper right “WTP Use to Flow”
graph plots facilities based upon their energy use/flow efficiency (in MMBtu/million gallons) on the x-axis and upon their total energy
use in the y-axis. This means that the least efficient and highest-energy using facilities are shown in the upper right quadrant. Your
facilities are shown as asterisks, all others as open circles. Finally, the lower “WTP Ranking” graph displays facilities in descending order
of their efficiency (in MMBtu/MG).
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Monitoring Use Dashboard
Use this report to monitor and compare fuel use by department or category, from quarter to quarter and year to year.

The left “Quarter to Quarter” graph shows the quarterly percent change in energy usage for the selected fuel. Blue indicates a
percentage decrease, red indicates a percentage increase. You can select by category, subcategory, department and year. The left
“Year to Year” graph shows the annual percent change in energy usage for the selected fuel.
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Monitoring Cost Dashboard
Use this report to monitor and compare fuel cost by department or category, from quarter to quarter and year to year.

The left “Quarter to Quarter” graph shows the quarterly percent change in energy cost for the selected fuel. Blue indicates a
percentage decrease, red indicates a percentage increase. You can select by category, subcategory, department and year. The left
“Year to Year” graph shows the annual percent change in energy cost for the selected fuel.
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Setup Completeness Dashboard
Use this report to finish setting up your facilities listings completely and correctly. This report is useful for bringing attention to any
omissions the user might have made when creating the facilities, such as highlighting any that have not been assigned a category, subcategory, and square footage.

These five tables show information needed to complete setup: (1) Shows Accounts that need assigning, (2) facilities that need to be
assigned a category, (3) facilities that need to be assigned a subcategory, (4) buildings that need square footage assigned, and (5)
schools that need to be assigned a School Type. Finally, the upper left “Facility Counts by Type” table shows how many facilities you
have created is listed by Facility Category and Subcategory.
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Data Loaded – Overview
Use this report to check completeness of the underlying data, specifically which accounts are missing data for which months.

This table shows whether or not data is loaded for each department, complex, facility, unit, and account. It has a search feature, so
you can do a quick search by building name or account number. Months with a white space indicate no data for that month.
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Data Loaded – Detail
Use this report to quickly check if there is a question about whether the data loaded for a particular account is accurate.

This table shows the value of the data loaded for each department, complex, facility, unit, and account. It has a search feature so you
can do a quick search by building name or account number.
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ESCO Report – Annual Data
Use this report to track the annual performance of facilities included in a performance contract.

This table shows the annual energy use and cost for each fuel by individual account for facilities included in a performance contract.
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ESCO Report – Monthly Data
Use this report to track the monthly performance of facilities included in a performance contract.

This table shows the monthly energy use and cost for each fuel by individual account for facilities included in a performance contract. It
includes the start and end dates for each reading period which can be helpful if comparing to a report with different time periods. It
also includes competitive supply costs.
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ESCO Report – Building Level Usage (MMBTU)
Use this report to examine the performance of facilities included in a performance contract for improvements in their overall efficiency
(kbtu/sqft).

This table shows fuel usage (MMBtu) and efficiency (kBTU/sqft) for facilities included in a performance contract.
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Energy Reduction Plan Guidance Table 3 (Fuel Units)
Use this report to provide the baseline for a Green Communities designation application. Designated Green Communities may use this
report to directly file the annual energy use for their Annual Reports with DOER.

This table shows category and facility energy use by fuel type in their native fuel units. This means that electric use is shown in kWh,
natural gas use in therms, and fuel oil, propane, gasoline and diesel use in gallons. It can drill down to the account level.
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Energy Reduction Plan Guidance Table 3 (MMBtu)
Use this report to provide the baseline for a Green Communities designation application. Designated Green Communities may use this
report to directly file the annual energy use for their Annual Reports with DOER.

This table shows category and facility energy use by fuel type in MMBtu. It can drill down to the account level.
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